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The Alliance for Vulnerable Mission encourages some missionaries from the West to
engage in their ministries using local languages and resources.
………………………


UK conference planned for December 2019, title:

Title: Missionaries: aliens, providers,
or fellow travellers?
Strapline: Should the majority world be
the target of patronage from rich
missionaries?
Any potential speakers please write to me at
jim@vulnerablemission.org
-

To be held at All Nations Christian
College, Ware, Herts, UK. Sunday 8th
December 2019 5 pm, to Wednesday 11th December 2019, 1 pm. (see call for papers
below).
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Jim’s recent article, published in Global
Missiology, is entitled: ‘Africa’s Metaphors
are Essential to its Functioning and
Identity: ignore them at your peril.’
(Globalmissiology, April 2019, 4570 words).
Here’s a taster: “Secular, Western
development interventions in Africa have
largely failed to change Africa much for the
better because they have, first, failed to engage
the metaphors by which Africans perceive life;
and, second, not supplied alternative
metaphors which Africans find compelling. Outside interventions have failed to engage
African metaphors because of a bias against their “unscientific” (spiritual, theological)
nature. The bias is not against the metaphors themselves but against watered-down
translations of them, which are straw men easily demolished. That bias prevents the West
from taking the metaphors seriously enough to engage them in their own languages, process
them in dialogue with biblical metaphors, and collaborate with Africa for the compelling,
reformulated, genuinely African metaphors that can not only help lead Africa toward
understanding itself, but free the West from its biased secularism toward a more Christcentred, way of life.”



The Inside Edge (May 2019)

“As I reflect on 20 years of living in Asia,
attempting to engage deeply there while also
embracing my roots and myriad connections in
the West, the Easter story helps me make
sense of the world …” shares Cathy.
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The first of our articles from the 2018 UK conference has just gone to press, in a peer
review journal. Jim Harries’ article is entitled: ‘Essential Alternative to
Contemporary Missionary Training: for the sake of vulnerability to the majority
world (Africa).’ Transformation, 00(0), 1-14. (OnlineFirst).
Abstract: “When the only advice on offer is unhelpful, a potential
missionary might need to be advised to seek for an alternative. Jesus,
we take it, was not building a worldly-empire (John 18:36). Christian
mission has become associated with colonialism. Dominant advice
often pushes Western missionaries to positions of strength. In order
to be vulnerable, one needs an alternative to such advice. Economic
domination of Africa by the West makes it hard to know when
Africa’s people, long engrossed in patron / client relationships, are
not talking for power. Use of English to describe Africa leads to
massive false imputing of Western histories onto African societies. A
little linguistic wisdom exposes the naivety of many contemporary
understandings of the acumen of translation.”
(For a copy of the accepted version of the article, for free, see here.)



Towards a North American AVM Network
The AVM (Alliance for Vulnerable Mission) is 12 years old. To date, it operates as a
‘global’ alliance. Some of us want to strengthen the specifically
American-component. The AVM advocates that some Western
missionaries should carry out their ministries in the majority
world using local languages and resources.
The NAMS (North American Missions Ship) is off course. To
change the course of NAMS – to reconceive and reconfigure
NAMS as something other than an old-style ocean liner that
won’t turn at a hurricane never mind on a sixpence – will take a
lot of work, beginning and continuing with a lot of prayer. A few
of us since mid-2018 have been talking about creating a website
as a place for AVM-minded people in North America to interact
with. Then we need to act. We’ve made some preliminary
decisions, written a few things for the website, reserved a
domain name. Our first need is prayer. We also need more AVM-minded people who will
contribute their knowledge, energy and vision to changing the course of NAMS. If you are
one of those American people, please write to me at the email address below.
Fred Lewis
Member of the AVM (global) Executive Board
FLewis.ecmna@gmail.com
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